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The 2020 Regional Forester Awards “Zoomed” into December 
with overwhelming success.  Not to be deterred by COVID-19, 
this year’s awards were held via Zoom with 183 employees, 
their family members, and Forest Service partners participating 
online. 

The annual awards recognize individuals or groups who have 
demonstrated major achievements in restoring, sustaining, and 
enhancing the national forests in Alaska; or, in contributing to 
the well-being of their fellow employees, customers, and local 
communities.

The two-hour Zoom presentation, successfully managed in the 
background by Tiesha Street with the Forest Service Enterprise 
Technology Service Line team, ended with many comments 
from staff and partners very happy with the digital platform 
used. 

Comments such as: 
“This format allowed everyone to be recognized in person. 
What a fantastic idea!”

“I wanted to tell you what a great job you all did with the RF 
Award presentation today. I laughed, I cried and I felt a real 
pride for all the people I work with and the work they do. 
Amazing job.”

The quality and professional manner in which Alaska 
employees carry out their daily responsibilities; how much they 
accomplish through effective teamwork; and the extent of their 
efforts to work collaboratively with invaluable partners is what 
makes us Who We Are. 

Congratulations to this year’s recipients!

Employee of The Year 
Andrew Morse, LE&I, Cordova Ranger 
District, Chugach National Forest

Excellence in Business Operations
Region 10 Acquisition  
Management Team

Scott Langston, Denise Murphy, Mari 
Meiners, John Wright, Jonathan Gellings, 
Stacy Doutt, Laurie Moore, Sara Ryan, 
Della Koelling

Excellence in Customer Service
Norman Foster, Supervisor’s Office, 
Chugach National Forest

Excellence in Customer Service
CCSA Young Growth Inventory 
Project Team

Sheila Spores, Ben Case, Christal 
Higdon, Tim Wold, Craig Buehler, Jess 
Davila, Sean Schroeder, Robert “Mike” 
Sheets, Aaron Petty

Hector Gandara Memorial 
Laurent B. Deviche, Sitka Ranger 
District, Tongass National Forest

Partnership
Alaskan Youth Stewards 
Steering Committee 

Laurel Stark, Nikki Olsen, Victoria 
Houser, Marlene Duvall, Kevin 
Hood, Denise Wolvin, Bob Girt, Bob 
Christensen, Patrick Shannon

Partnership
Upper Suntaheen Creek Fish Pass 
Decommissioning Group

Robert Miller, Marlene Duvall, Michael 
O’Dell, Jared Grams, Justin Spurrier, 
Ian Johnson, Phillip Sharclane, Derek 
Barton, Jeremy Johnson, Ricardo 
Contreras

Safety and Health
Facility Operational Status Team

Nicole McMurren, Tim Charnon, Sharon 
Seim, Kori Marchowsky, Leonard “Brad” 
Job, Griffith Berg, Damien Zona, Luca 
Adelfio, Basia Trout, Alicia Sterns

Sustainable Recreation
William Brennan, Glacier Ranger 
District, Chugach National Forest

Sustainable Recreation
Chugach National Forest, Seward Ranger 
District Trails Crew

Michael Fitzpatrick, Claire Shipton, 
Daniel Krueger, Jake Dies, Elenore 
Hollingsworth, Neil Pederson, Colton 
Farley

Wilderness Champion
Kevin Hood, Admiralty National 
Monument, Tongass National Forest

Regional Forester’s Special 
Recognition
Alaska Roadless Rulemaking Team

Chad VanOrmer, Melinda Hernandez 
Burke, Robin Dale, Laurie Cooper, 
Jacqueline Chandler, Paul Robbins Jr, 
Jacqueline Foss, Frank Sherman, Nicole 
Grewe, Dru Fenster

’ing into the 2020
Regional Forester’s Awards



Cynthia Sever 
Forest Management Employee of the Year (R10) 

Cynthia Sever, is the Timber Planning Program Manager on the 
Tongass National Forest. She was recently recognized by her 
peer Forest Management employees for providing outstanding 
leadership in Forest Management. Among many reasons, 
Sever was cited for her long career in Forest Management 
on the Tongass, particularly in planning. She is an active 
proponent for the timber sale program on the Tongass and 
has used her knowledge and skills to promote strong National 
Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) skills on the forest over 
many years. In the last year, Sever went above and beyond her 
normal work duties to take on work with the Roadless team as 
well as continuing her role as an instructor with the nationwide 
NEPA team, even during the pandemic. 

She came to the 
Tongass in the early 
1990s, working as 
an Interdisciplinary 
Development Team 
leader/forester on 
the Petersburg Ranger 
District until moving to the 
Supervisor’s Office. Sever 
has served as the lead for timber sale NEPA planning for many 
years. In that time, she’s mentored many new employees and 
imparted considerable corporate knowledge about NEPA 
and the complexities associated with the history of timber 
management on the Tongass. She got her Bachelor of Science 
degree in Forestry from the University of Maine. Sever has 
worked for the Forest Service more than 41 years.
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Meet the Ranger
Tristan Fluharty, Juneau District Ranger

District Ranger Tristan Fluharty grew up in Kooskia, Idaho, a small 
town at the confluence of the South Fork, and Middle Fork of the 
Clearwater River. During summer breaks he held several different 
jobs, including mowing lawns, working at a fish hatchery, gopher 
“management”, bucking hay bales, and working in a sawmill. He 
lettered in four sports in high school and spent much of his free time 
hunting and fishing.

After high school, he attended Boise State University, graduating 
with a Bachelor of Science in Accounting. To help pay for college, 
he applied for a job on the Clearwater National Forest and was 
offered a position on the Powell Ranger District fire crew. After 
college, he worked for a Certified Public Accountant in the winter 
and spring, but always returned to fighting fire in the summer and 
fall. 

After four years of going back and forth, he applied for a permanent firefighter position and never looked back. 

Fluharty’s duty stations during his career included Boise, ID; Yuma, AZ; Heber City, UT (where he met his wife); 
Kemmerer, WY; Chadron, NE; Ketchikan, AK; and now the Juneau District Ranger. If there is one thing that he has 
learned in his travels it is that things are never as good as they seem, or as bad as you hear, and being able to work with 
people is the best way to get something done.

Tristan Fluharty

Juneau Ranger District office 
is located in Juneau, Alaska.
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Say the word GLORIA, and some of us start humming the 1964 
tune by Van Morrison’s band called Them, or maybe the 1982 
tune by Laura Branigan. 

Around the world, GLORIA has some vastly different 
meanings. One example, GLORIA, or the Global Observation 
Research Initiative in Alpine Environments is an international 
program that monitors long-term changes in alpine 
environments. Based in Austria, GLORIA participants monitor 
the responses of high-elevation plants to long-term climate 
change. The program uses standardized methods developed 
by a wide variety of scientists and takes advantage of the 
relative similarity of alpine summit environments worldwide. 
To date, over 130 target regions have monitoring sites installed 
across six continents. The data is archived at the international 
headquarters and is available to all interested scientists.

Now, Blackerby Ridge on the Tongass National Forest is part of 
the GLORIA network!   

The Tongass’s GLORIA site above Twin Lakes in Juneau 
was established by a team of local ecologists representing the 
USDA Forest Service, University of Alaska Southeast, Alaska 
Department of Fish and Game, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
City and Borough of Juneau, and local alpine resource experts. 

Starting in 2016, the team evaluated research sites, worked 
with the international organization, and planned the expedition 
to install the alpine vegetation monitoring plots. During the 
summers of 2017-2018, the team installed plots on three 
separate summits on Blackerby, representing high, medium, and 
low elevation alpine environments. 

“While we often think of our landscapes as fixed, they are 
subtly dynamic, with changes best revealed by long-term 
repeat observations,” notes Alaska Regional Forest Service 
Ecologist and project team member, Barb Schrader. “Alpine 

environments are like this: when looked at broadly, they seem 
to always be the same. Changes observed over time in alpine 
plant species presence and abundance help identify shifts in 
the distribution of alpine flora. In the face of global warming 
it is important to understand and track how quickly these 
environments may be changing and the implications these 
changes bring,” said Schrader.

While a job well done and participating in a rewarding long-
term, international monitoring program are benefits enough, 
on a personal level, much more came out of this project. “The 
opportunity for the scientific team to live, work and learn 
together on the mountain top was very special,” said Schrader. 
“While days were spent installing plots and inventorying 
vegetation, evenings were spent in basic camp life and 
conversation along with alpine flower walks, and wildlife 
sightings out across the distance from the mountain top.”

Now that the site is established, the long-term work and 
planning begins. Remeasurement is needed every five years at 
GLORIA sites. Beginning in 2023, the Blackerby GLORIA site 
will be visited by a team to carefully monitor any vegetation 
changes, and over time, determine rates and patterns of change. 
Botanists, lichen specialists, and ecologists with knowledge of 
Southeast Alaskan alpine vegetation will all be needed. Locally, 
University of Alaska Professor Kitty LaBounty and Forest 
Service Ecologist Schrader and Hydrologist Adelaide Johnson 
are contacts for those interested in the Blackerby GLORIA 
project. Start warming up those vocal cords!

Photo above: The GLORIA team’s camp and scientists on 
Blackerby Ridge. Photo courtesy of Alaska Coastal Rainforest 
Center, University of Alaska Southeast.

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.

From a Mountaintop in the Tongass 
National Forest – GLORIA!

Apply Knowledge Globally

mailto:https://www.gloria.ac.at/home?subject=
mailto:barbara.schrader@usda.gov
mailto:adelaide.johnson@usda.gov
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Chugachmiut Trail 
Clearing Project 

Conducting field research during a pandemic
Some scientific research requires being in 
the right place at the right time. Missing 
a window for location- and time-specific 
research can mean missing out on 
valuable data needed to make informed 
land management decisions. For many 
Forest Service scientists, the global 
COVID-19 pandemic has presented a 
novel roadblock to such important work.

“This pandemic situation is 
unprecedented in how pernicious and 
transmissible the virus is among people,” 
says Bruce Marcot, Pacific Northwest 
Research Station (PNW) research 
wildlife biologist. “We needed to think 
anew about evaluating work hazards 
and ways to reduce the risks, to help 
ensure the safety of the field crews and 
to complete the field work that managers 
rely on.” 

Time-sensitive science for northern 
spotted owls

One such time-sensitive field study is the 
annual assessment of threatened northern 
spotted owls, an important indicator 
species of forest ecosystem health in 
the Pacific Northwest. The status of 

threatened species is regularly assessed 
by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, 
which relies on annual data from many 
researchers, including PNW scientists. 

“Up-to-date information on northern 
spotted owls is critical for land 
management and regulatory decisions 
because populations have declined so 
dramatically and uninformed decision-
making could have a significant adverse 
impact on spotted owls that remain on the 
landscape,” explains Damon Lesmeister, 
PNW research wildlife biologist. 
“Missing even one year of data can have 
severe ramifications for spotted owls 
but, at the same time, crew safety is the 
highest priority. We spent significant time 
evaluating COVID risks to determine if, 
and how, mitigations could be established 
that maximized crew safety, while 
facilitating collection of critical spotted 
owl data.”

Assessing and mitigating 
potential risks

Station researchers knew the first step 
toward safely conducting fieldwork 
during a pandemic was a risk assessment 

of all planned research activities. While 
some researchers had conducted risk 
assessments in the past, none had done so 
while considering the unique and serious 
risks posed by COVID-19. 

This risk assessment was a large 
collaborative effort that included PNW 
supervisory wildlife biologist Todd 
Wilson, Pacific Northwest Region’s 
Ray Davis, PNW acting program 
manager Eric Volkman, and PNW acting 
station director Paul Anderson, with 
key contributions from PNW biologist 
Michelle Gerdes and Chris McCafferty 
and Stan Sovern with Oregon State 
University. Together, they navigated a 
detailed risk assessment of each planned 
research action to assess spotted owl 
populations during a pandemic. 

As part of the process, they identified 
specific mitigation measures to reduce 
risks related to disease spread and 
weighed estimated risks vs. critical 
research needs. They determined which 
research tasks could be conducted 
at relatively low risk to field crews, 
then developed detailed methods to 
accomplish just that.

https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/people/marcot-bruce-g-phd
https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/people/lesmeister-damon-b
https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/people/wilson-todd-m-phd
https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/people/wilson-todd-m-phd
https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/people/anderson-paul
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During the field season, the team held weekly 
evaluation discussions for 22 weeks. Acting 
station director Anderson made the final 
decision on whether to initiate, continue, or 
curtail field research activities based on weekly 
recommendations and data that the team compiled 
on local and regional trends of COVID-19 cases as 
well as health and safety capacities. 

“The weekly risk evaluation, recommendation, and 
decision sessions were among the most vital and 
serious roles I have played in my career, knowing 
that they directly affected the health and operations 
of so many people,” says Marcot.  

Success heralds the field crews

The outcome was a successful field season in 
which all research objectives were met, Centers 
for Disease Control and Prevention guidelines 
were followed, and there were no field crew 
COVID-19 incidents.   

“As always, we conducted daily check-ins, but 
this year we were also checking if crew and 
any housemates were experiencing any COVID 
symptoms,” says Lesmeister. “Some of the most 
significant changes for our crews included holding 
team meetings by video, having only one person 
per vehicle, curtailed training of new employees 
on tasks that would require close contact with 
the instructor, and disinfecting equipment during 
exchanges.” 

The researchers credit every field crew member 
for strictly following all procedures and mitigation 
activities, no matter how stringent, to keep 
themselves and the public safe.  In response, PNW 
recognized crew members with special certificates 
of merit.

The researchers recently published a detailed 
account of their risk assessment process. “We 
hope that the paper will provide a useful roadmap 
for other researchers, regardless of the specific 
study, who are facing similar hurdles to conduct 
safe field research during the pandemic,” says 
Lesmeister.     

By Alexandra Freibott, Science Communications Fellow with 
the Pacific Northwest Research Station —headquartered 
in Portland, Ore.—generates and communicates scientific 
knowledge that helps people make informed choices about 
natural resources and the environment. The station has 11 
laboratories and centers located in Alaska, Washington, and 
Oregon. Learn more online at https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/.

World Class Science

https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/publications/applying-principles-and-methods-risk-analysis-case-example-northern-spotted-owl
https://www.fs.usda.gov/pnw/publications/applying-principles-and-methods-risk-analysis-case-example-northern-spotted-owl
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Employees of the USDA Forest Service 
know all about harvesting – harvesting 
trees, harvesting vegetables, etc. How 
about harvesting water?  

The Alaska Region’s Tongass National 
Forest Hydrologist and Watershed 
Program Manager Katherine Prussian 
recently shared her experiences on a water 
harvesting project designed to establish 
resiliency and address the increasing 
needs for water in the semi-arid, heavily 
impacted landscapes of Jordan.

Water harvesting uses various techniques 
such as terracing, basins, and vegetation 
planting to slow storm water runoff, 
increase water capture and infiltration into 
the soil, and promote sustainable native 
vegetation to meet economic, social, and 

environmental needs associated with 
water. The Jordan project in Majdayyah 
and The Royal Botanical Garden (reserve) 
was designed in cooperation with the 
surrounding community to promote 
long-term water conservation, increased 
vegetation, decreased erosion, and 
ecosystem resilience. The goal was to 
build capacity and promote economic 
resiliency through water security efforts.

Prussian was the hydrologist on the 
project, aiding with automated water 
monitoring equipment, restoration 
strategies, and community collaboration. 
The Forest Service’s International 
Programs Jordan Program Manager, 
Alison Holt, had heard about Prussian’s 
experiences and abilities and reached out 
to her with the opportunity.

Prussian was excited to participate! 
“I got involved because I love travel, 
meeting new people, and gaining different 
experiences,” said Prussian. “Like the 
Tongass, the people in Jordan rely on 
natural resources to provide food and 
water and jobs. In many areas of Jordan, 
simple restoration projects and land 
management actions, such as rotational 
grazing, stimulate the economy, provide 
food, and restore ecosystems. When the 
local people are involved and reap the 
benefits, they become better stewards 
of the land. Working collaboratively 
between land managers and land users 
builds sustainability for all of us.”  

Prussian notes that working 
internationally also had its challenges, 
particularly the commute and differences 

The Forest Service helps 
“Harvest” Water in Jordan

Apply Knowledge Globally
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in times zones. With people on 
teleconferences from Alaska, Washington 
DC, Israel, and Jordan, participants started 
early and stayed late, with meetings 
starting at 6 a.m. in Alaska and 5 p.m. in 
Jordan. If travel is required, expect a 20- 
to 30-hour commute, plus an 11-hour time 
change!

Prussian saw this as an incredibly 
important effort for water conservation 
and watershed restoration, and an 
incredible opportunity personally. “These 
objectives are important in Jordan because 
there is very little water and when it does 
rain it often flows across, rather than 
into, the ground. Without soil moisture, 
it is difficult for vegetation to grow and 
without vegetation there is no food,” 
Prussian continued. “When we work with 

the people to restore the conditions on 
the landscape, the watersheds function 
and the lands provide food for people and 
animals. Working on this project allowed 
me to experience hydrology in a desert 
environment and learn from others around 
the world.”

Those interested in Forest Service 
projects around the world can visit the 
International Programs website. The 
International Programs generally recruits 
resource specialists through word of 
mouth based on their need for certain 
expertise. A discussion with your Regional 
Program manager may be the best way 
to let your interest in the International 
Programs be known.

This work has been supported through 
the USDA Forest Service International 
Program, the USDA Agriculture Research 
Service, the U.S. State Department, the 
International Center for Agricultural 
Research in the Dry Areas (ICARDA), 
and the Water and Development Initiative 
(WADI).

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.

Katherine Prussian in Jordan.

The Forest Service International Programs 
crew installs soil moisture sensors into valleroni 
(drainage) basins at The Royal Botanical Garden 
in NW Jordan. Photo by Katherine Prussian.

https://www.fs.usda.gov/about-agency/international-programs


Max Romey’s watercolor 
sketch of Bench Lake 
halfway through the 
Johnson Pass trail. 

The Southern Trek of the Iditarod National Historic Trail
When people hear they are going to watch a film about the 
Iditarod, many might imagine dog sleds being pulled by 
energetic canines in an expansive, beautiful frozen Alaska 
background. 

But in the Historic Iditarod Trail section of filmmaker Max 
Romey’s upcoming series, Trailbound Alaska, viewers will 
see no dogs, no sleds and no snow. Instead, they will see 
rugged summer landscapes with flowers, thick summer 
vegetation and flowing glacial rivers. Rather than focusing 
on the well-known winter race named after it, Romey’s film 
highlights the lesser-known summer season on the Southern 
Trek of the Iditarod National Historic Trail between Seward 
and Eagle River. 

In this first installment of a six-part film series expected to 
be available in summer 2021, artist and filmmaker Romey 
walks, runs, paints and films views and scenes that only the 
heartiest of trekkers have seen, the Southern Trek of the 
Iditarod National Historic Trail in summer. “If you try to run 
the whole trail during the summer, it’s not just a challenge, 
it’s nearly impossible in some places,” Romey said.

One of the unique qualities about the Alaska landscape is the 
abundant water sources such as large glacial river systems, 
lakes, streams and enormous wet muskeg meadows. Early 
travelers found that travel in Alaska was both easier and 
harder in the winter months. It was easier in that rivers and 
wet meadows were frozen and provided easier surfaces to 
travel across, but harder because the climate was harsh, 
temperatures were very cold, nights were dark and long, and 
snow was often deep.

Why is this trail different in the summer? “Surprisingly, I 
think the trail would be easier in the winter when the streams 
freeze over and the snow holds down the alders,” Romey 
added. “I am used to such amazing paths in Alaska that I 
don’t always see how much travel is changed by the seasons 
and how much of a difference a trail can make.”

Karen Kromrey, retired recreation program manager for 
the Chugach National Forest, was interviewed in the 
movie. She explained, “The Southern Trek, the Seward to 
Girdwood portion of the Iditarod National Historic Trail, is 
only partially completed.” Approximately 115 miles of trail 
system is completed, while 47 miles of planned trail and 24 
bridges still need to be constructed.

This trail crosses into the Chugach National Forest where 
there can be expensive trail segments to both build and 
maintain because of the rugged terrain. The trail route 
crosses many streams, rivers and gorges, making travel 
challenging for most hikers without some type of bridge to 
cross safely.

Kromrey shared, “The movie highlights the history and 
beauty of the trail, but some of that beauty can’t be easily 
accessed in the summer without overcoming the challenges 
of a trail not yet completely built.”

Over time, trail and bridge construction is making the 
Southern Trek of the Iditarod National Historic Trail more 
accessible in both summer and winter with the help and 
support of partners.  

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.

8 SourDough News at http://www.fs.usda.gov/r10
Watch a sneak peek of the film here.

https://vimeo.com/456664591/a96cc63aa4
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Salmon play an important 
role in the lives of Alaskans. 
Photo by Daniel O’Leary.

It can be said that salmon are one of the most important 
products that come from Alaska’s national forests.

A recent study Alaska’s Forest Fish: Calculating the Value of 
Wild Salmon From the Chugach and Tongass National Forests 
by Pacific Northwest Research Station researchers, Adelaide 
“Di” Johnson and Ryan Bellmore, retired Forest Service 
fisheries biologist Ron Medel, and Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game fisheries biologist Stormy Haught, focused on 
quantifying the number and monetary value of commercially 
caught Pacific salmon originating from Alaska’s Chugach and 
Tongass National Forests. 

These two Alaskan forests provide a variety of products and 
services that are important to human health and livelihoods. 
Salmon, in particular, play a central role in the culture and daily 
life of Alaskan Natives. Residents of coastal communities rely 
on salmon for subsistence as a healthy and dependable source 
of protein. Many people, communities, and businesses rely on 
salmon for their livelihood. 

Commercial fishing and seafood processing make up the largest 
private sector industry in southeast Alaska. According to a 
2017 report by the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute, this 
accounts for 15 percent of the regional employment. Between 
2007 and 2016, the Tongass and Chugach supported harvests of 

approximately 48 million salmon per year, valued at more than 
$88 million annually. This comprised approximately 25 percent 
of all commercially caught salmon in Alaska. 

The value of forest fisheries resources suggests that investments 
in restoration efforts to maintain healthy forest habitat and 
speed recovery of degraded salmon habitat, especially when 
focusing on high-production systems with the best remaining 
habitat, could yield economic benefits and jobs.

In addition to the value of the fishing industry and importance 
to the culture and subsistence of Alaskan people, annual salmon 
migrations transfer massive amounts of nutrients from the 
ocean to the headwaters of forest rivers, feeding predators, 
such as the brown bear, and nourishing forests. Chugach and 
Tongass National Forests contain some of the world’s largest 
remaining tracts temperate rain forest.

Johnson believes the study can contribute to discussions about 
management decisions that might influence the capacity of 
these forests to sustain Pacific salmon in the future. More 
information on the study be found here. The complete journal 
article can be accessed here.  

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.

It’s a little 
fishy in 
Alaskan 
Forests

https://www.fs.fed.us/pnw/sciencef/scifi234.pdf
https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/pubs/59395


The pandemic has had some interesting, 
though not unexpected effects on rental 
cabin use on the Tongass and Chugach 
National Forests.

Some cabins were used more, and some 
less, but in general, cabin rentals on two 
of the country’s largest national forests 
followed patterns that can perhaps be 
summarized in two words – pandemic 
and staycation.

On the Chugach, overall National Forest 
cabin use was up in 2020 by 9percent 
over the previous five-year average and 
a whopping 25percent over 2019 rentals 
during the months of April through 
September.  On the Tongass, overall 
cabin use was down by about six percent 
in 2020 between April and December, as 
compared to an average of those same 
months between 2012 and 2016. With a 
loss of more than one million visitors to 
the Tongass in 2020, this drop in cabin 
use seems surprisingly small.  

But the overall numbers don’t tell the 
whole story!  On the Chugach, the 
pattern was very clear.  Nearly all cabins 

that are accessible from a 
road had more use in 2020 
than in years past.  And 
nearly all cabins that require 
boat or expensive plane 
access had less use than in 
past years.  Similarly, the 
highest decrease in Tongass 
cabin use was related to 
those cabins that are only 
accessible by plane, train or 
long boat rides, thus harder 
to get to, those typically used 
by vacationers coming to 
Southeast Alaska from other 
places, and those further from 
Juneau, the largest population 
hub in Southeast Alaska.  
And, there was an uptick or a 

more stable level of cabin use at most of 
the easier-to-access cabins known for use 
by local residents and easily accessed by 
highways and hiking trails, within easy 
boating distances to communities, and 
cabins closest to Juneau.  

So why would there be an increase in use 
at these easy access cabins and nearly all 
cabins near Juneau you ask?  Recreation 
specialists suspect that many residents 
opted to rent Forest Service cabins to 
enjoy safe “staycations” during the 
pandemic. The word staycation is used to 
describe vacations where the vacationer 
simply stays home or travels only a short 
distance from home.  

Forest Service cabins are giving 
staycationers a chance to get away – 
literally – from cell phones, work and 
the internet, but also from COVID-19.  
Cabins are far away from population 
centers where COVID-19 has been 
spreading. And because users of Forest 
Service cabins often travel in their own 
vehicle and stay with their small COVID 
bubble group, they may feel like this is 

a vacation where they can still maintain 
their COVID bubble.  

With the Chugach National Forest being 
much closer to Alaska’s population 
center of Anchorage, the general uptick 
can almost certainly be attributed to this 
desire for a small, safe getaway during 
COVID-19. Chugach National Forest 
Recreation, Lands, Minerals and Heritage 
Staff Officer, April Dent, said, “We rarely 
see a surge in use like this year.  As 
public land managers, we’ve all observed 
increased use of our national forests 
during COVID-19, but now we have hard 
data to back that up.”

On the Tongass, Wrangell and Petersburg 
Ranger Districts Recreation Staff Officer 
Tory Houser reports being surprised by 
the stable and sometimes increased cabin 
use, “Local people made up much of the 
loss from reduced cabin use by visitors 
on Wrangell Ranger District,” she shared.  
“The high level of nearby, easy access 
cabin use is notable – especially given 
that this was a bad-weather summer.”

Juneau Ranger District Recreation 
Resources Planner Mike Dilger notes 
the increased use at easy and harder to 
access cabins near Juneau, “One potential 
explanation for this is that the easy to get 
to cabins in Juneau have been at or near 
capacity for the previous 5 years. When 
demand went up for rental cabins on the 
Juneau Ranger District, the harder to get 
to cabins were more available to meet 
that demand.” 

Of course, with increased popularity 
comes challenges.  This summer it 
was harder to get the cabin reservation 
location and dates of choice on the 
Chugach and Tongass National Forest, as 
compared to renting cabins in the past.

10 SourDough News at http://www.fs.usda.gov/r10

 Use of Alaska’s National Forest 
Cabins Ebbs and Flows during 

COVID-19



HARD TO REACH 
CABINS

April – Sept. 2020
CNF-965 nights

TNF-1,604 nights

April – Sept.  5-year 
Average

CNF-1,051 nights
TNF-2,666 nights

CNF-Decrease of 8%
TNF-Decrease of 40%
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Anyone interested in a staycation at a Chugach or Tongass 
cabin, may want to jot down these worthwhile tips:  

• Since winter, spring and fall generally see a lot less use,
now may be a great time to rent a cabin with the best
choice of location and nights.

• Visit www.recreation.gov and pick dates as soon as
possible; reservations can be made up to six months
ahead of a trip.

• Be flexible about dates. Selecting weeknights or non- 
 holiday weekends may prove most successful with more

available nights to choose from.

• Be flexible about location. The recreation.gov
website shows several nearby cabin locations, so be
sure to scroll through the listings.

• If you rent a cabin in the winter, spring, or fall, be
well-prepared!

○ Weather conditions can be harsh, and there may
be less cabin maintenance.

○ Be sure to check what kind of fuel the cabin uses
and bring a supply.

○ Wood is usually available for woodstoves in
the summer but may not be restocked until the
spring. Please remember that wood is provided
for woodstoves, not for outdoor fires.

○ At non-Wilderness cabins, bring a chainsaw and
safety gear to cut up beach logs, or other down
logs for outdoor fires.

○ Bring plenty of water, food, toiletries, and sleeping
bags for use.

○ Be prepared to stay an extra day or two in case of
severe weather.

○ Pack everything out when departing.

Depending on the location, Forest Service cabins offer many 
great opportunities for wildlife watching, hiking, hunting, 
beach combing, fishing, serenity, beautiful scenery, and more. 
During the pandemic, Forest Service staff recommend that 
cabin users come prepared to do a quick wipe-down with 
sanitizing wipes, cleaner, and paper towels. That way, they 
can enjoy their time in nature and won’t have to worry about 
the stress of COVID-19.  

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.

EASY* TO REACH CABINS 

April – Sept. 2020
CNF - 2,085 nights
TNF-5,138 nights

April – Sept. 5-year Average
CNF – 1,755 nights
TNF- 4,528 nights

CNF-Increase of 24%
TNF-Increase of 12%

*includes most Juneau cabins

ALL CABIN USE

April – Sept. 2020
CNF-3,050 days of use
TNF-6,742 days of use

April – Sept. 
5-year Average

CNF-2,805 days of use
TNF-7,194 days of use

CNF-Increase of 9%
TNF-Decrease of 6%

ALASKA CABINS - ADVENTURE BEGINS HERE
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When people think about wildfire, some may worry - will it come 
near my home?  Forest Service recreation employees may inquire 
- will we need to evacuate a campground? Firefighters may
ponder - which fire should we work on first?  By spring of 2021, 
Alaskans will have a tool to help them better know the answers to
all three questions – a wildfire risk assessment.

A wildfire risk assessment is a quantitative analysis of the assets 
and resources across a specific landscape and how these areas 
may potentially be impacted by wildfire. It identifies spots 
on the landscape that have the highest potential risk of being 
impacted negatively or positively.  These assessments focus on 
wildfire hazard and risk to Highly Valued Resources and Assets 
(HVRA).  HVRAs are things we care about, such as homes 
and the Wildland Urban Interface (WUI), as well as things like 
transmission lines, campgrounds, critical habitat, and drinking 
water intakes.  

One such risk assessment is happening on the Chugach National 
Forest where information about wildfire hazards will be captured 
in a document called the Chugach All Lands Quantitative Wildfire 
Risk Assessment (QWRA)

The purpose of the Chugach-based assessment is to provide 
information about wildfire hazard and risk to resources and 
assets on the Chugach National Forest and surrounding federal 
and non-federal lands totaling approximately 30 million acres in 
Southcentral Alaska. 

Alaska’s Regional Fuels Coordinator Mark Cahur is excited 
about the upcoming QWRA. “This assessment will allow us 
to concentrate our efforts on the highest potential need and 
provide a roadmap for where to expend limited resources and 
focus our capacity.  This information will help us to prioritize 
integrated resource management planning, identify specific fuels 
management emphasis areas, confirm fire response planning, and 
strategically orient partnerships. It will help prioritize and direct 
efforts towards to areas of vulnerability,” Cahur continued.

Along with its tactical significance, this Forest Service 
sponsored assessment is important because it implements several 
requirements found in federal wildland fire policy and its results 
help support funding for fire readiness and fire suppression. 

This effort is special because it takes on an interagency and 
an all hands-on-deck approach,” added Cahur. “Partnership 
involvement is a key undertaking of this assessment and will 
provide wildfire risk information to all involved.” 

Other federal agencies including the Bureau of Land 
Management, National Park Service and U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service are involved as well as state entities such as Alaska 
Department of Fire and Department of Fish and Game.  Boroughs 
and community groups such as the Kenai All Lands All Hands 
group are also participating and will benefit.    

The Chugach All Lands Quantitative Wildfire Risk Assessment is 
in mid-process and is expected to be completed by the spring of 
2021.  More can be learned about it by contacting Mark Cahur at 
mark.cahur@usda.gov.

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.

Sustain Our Nation’s Forests and Grasslands

Alaska is on the map… 
the wildfire risk assessment 
map, that is!

mailto:mark.cahur@usda.gov
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Public Affairs, Media Relations
Erica Keene, Regional Office Public Affairs (Detail)

THIS IS 
WHO  WE 

ARE

What do you love 
about your job? 

I love being able to share 
our story, the meat of what 
we do. As an agency we 
accomplish such great work 
and sharing that with our 
audiences helps keep us in 
the forefront. I enjoy being 
surrounded by people who 

are passionate about the 
environment and care about 
connecting people to the land. 

What Forest Service values 
resonate with you?

All of our values resonate 
with me but particularly 
diversity and service. I think 
we span such a large area and 

have much to learn from the 
different cultures and cultural 
values that our surrounding 
communities bring to the 
table. I enjoy serving for a 
mission I truly care about and 
believe in.  I am glad to be a 
part of an agency that values 
safety and focuses on adapting 
to rapidly changing times. 

Batty for conservation Education
Going Batty on the Chugach National Forest for Halloween

I don’t know about the rest of the country, but Halloween is a big deal here 
in Alaska. The decorations and festivities rival those of any Holiday season. 
Wonderful and sometimes elaborate celebrations take place in communities 
all over Alaska, and the Forest Service and our partners like to be right in the 
middle, scaring things up. This year, even with the horrors of limited in-person 
gatherings and social distancing, the Cordova Ranger District found a way to 
exercise the spirit of Halloween Conservation Education.

Imagine this: It’s Friday, Oct. 30 and the Cordova Ranger District parking lot 
is transmogrified, its parking spaces and light poles festooned with bats and 
other Halloween-themed decorations. The bat, that time-honored symbol of 
Halloween, is given top billing. Spooky music beckons children and adults to the “batcave.” There are informational posters; there 
are informal conversations with wizards of echolocation; there are talks of cold, dark caves & hibernation; and there was a whole 
cauldron of bat essentials and trivia to be stirred up.

The highlight of the celebration was Squibbles the bat hand puppet, who awoke from a deep slumber to delight his audience with 
his bat squeak and his treat bags delivered via zip line from the second story of the District Office. These much sought-after bags 
weren’t just filled with traditional goodies: they also contained some awfully good activities from batweek.org., so kids were able 
to continue learning about bats from the comfort of their homes. In two short hours, more than 100 bat enthusiasts had participated 

in the revelry.

If the socially distanced event seemed too hair-raising to anyone, the District 
had metamorphosed its educational mobile gaming platform, Agents of 
Discovery Haystack Trail Mission, into a Halloween event-in-the-field. The 
Haystack Trail Mission uses geo-located challenges to get youth and their 
families outside. This Halloween the District added bat-themed challenges 
along Haystack Trail and an optional but entertaining Halloween-themed set 
of challenges along the new Haystack Loop Trail. More than 30 adventurers 
gravely accepted the invitation.

Is there a better place to kill some time on Halloween than a cold clear day in 
Cordova? It’s hard to beat tricks and treats, games and BATS!

-By Mona Spargo.Bat echolocation exhibit.

Halloween photo opportunity with bats.

http://batweek.org
http://Agents of Discovery Haystack Trail Mission
http://Agents of Discovery Haystack Trail Mission


Recently, the Central Council of Tlingit & Haida Indian Tribes 
of Alaska (Tlingit & Haida) and USDA Forest Service signed a 
long-term partnership agreement supporting the creation of an 
Indigenous Guardians program for Southeast Alaska. 

The five-year agreement awards up to $300,000 of federal 
funding and, through collaboration, will support a variety of 
projects and programs connecting community-led indigenous 
stewardship, technical knowledge, conservation science and 
natural resource management of the national forest system and 
adjacent lands throughout Southeast Alaska. 

“We have been inspired for years by the work of the Coast 
Funds, Coastal First Nations, Coastal Stewardship Network, 
and Indigenous Guardians programs in the First Nation 
territory of the north coast of British Columbia and Haida 
Gwaii,” said Tlingit & Haida President Richard Chalyee Éesh 
Peterson. “This agreement with the Forest Service recognizes 
the critical role and inherent sovereignty of tribes in all aspects 
of stewardship of our homelands and waters and importance 
of a co-management governance structure to monitor, protect, 
restore and manage our natural and cultural resources to 
ensure our customary and traditional way of life for our future 
generations.”

Tlingit & Haida and the Alaska Region Forest Service 
entered into the agreement to ensure the integration of diverse 
perspectives into activities and efforts associated with shared 
stewardship to bring: 

• New capacity to watershed restoration efforts;
• Adaptation planning to ensure integration of diverse

knowledge into vulnerability assessments and
adaptation efforts;

• Assistance in monitoring and protecting heritage sites
and resources; and

• Increase information sharing and opportunities for public
and tribal involvement related to the Federal Subsistence
Management Program.

“We recognized that the tribes are the land’s first stewards, 
conservationists, and multiple users of the Tongass National 
Forest,” said Dave Schmid, Alaska Regional Forester. “Through 
this agreement, we will continue to enhance our collaboration 
and identify priorities to meet the needs of the people in our 
communities who depend on forest resources for food security, 
health, and sustainable economies.”

A network of partners will continue to build the capacity of 
the Indigenous Guardians program and identify priorities and 
future visions that promote shared leadership by tribes and 
other indigenous entities. Current partners under the program 
include Hoonah Indian Association, Organized Village of 
Kake, Sitka Tribe of Alaska, Sealaska Corporation, Southeast 
Sustainable Partnership, Spruce Root, Nature Conservancy, 
Ecotrust and the Alaska Conservation Foundation.

“The agreement represents a significant move toward deepening 
the partnerships between the Forest Service, tribes, and other 
members of the Sustainable Southeast Partnership as we work 
toward deeper, meaningful collaboration across communities 
and on the land across Southeast Alaska,” said Ralph Wolfe, 
Program Director, Sustainable Southeast Partnership. 
Tlingit & Haida, the Forest Service and the Indigenous 
Guardians partners look forward to working together to further 
integrate tribal input and perspectives into land management 
priorities and activities. 

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.
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Pictured from left to right, representing the Forest Service, Regional 
Forester Dave Schmid, Regional Tribal Relations Program Manager 
Melinda Hernandez Burke, Regional Land Management Planner 
Michael Goldstein, and Central Council of Tlingit & Haida President 
Richard Chalyee Éesh Peterson. Photo by Jacqueline Chandler.

Tlingit & Haida and USDA Forest 
Service Sign Agreement 

for Indigenous Guardians Program



Virtual Archeology Provides 
Educational, Personal 
Experience for Youth in 
Kake, Alaska
This summer, zone archaeologists from Petersburg and 
Wrangell Ranger Districts accomplished a fun and interactive 
project with the Training Rural Alaska Youth Leaders & 
Students/Youth Conservation Corps (TRAYLS/YCC) crews in 
the native village of Kake—from a distance!

Originally, five Kake TRAYLS/YCC students and their crew 
leader planned to travel to Grave Island, the location of Kake’s 
cemetery, with USDA Forest Service archaeologists Gina 
Esposito and Jane Smith. There, the archaeologists would teach 
the students special techniques used to record petroglyphs, a 
type of ancient art where images are carved into rock and apply 
those techniques to recording the headstones of the students’ 
ancestors. 

When the trip to Kake was cancelled in order to follow state 
and local health mandates regarding COVID-19, Esposito 
and Smith adapted by filming a video where they showed 
how to record a locally accessible petroglyph in Petersburg 
using non-invasive methods. They demonstrated how to lay 
a plastic covering over the image and use permanent markers 
to stipple—make a series of dots—over the pecked image. 
Eventually, a life-size image is captured on the plastic sheet. 
This approach is less harmful to the petroglyph than rubbings, 
which can erode the rock carvings. 

The TRAYLS/YCC crew then watched the how-to video and 
participated in a Zoom meeting with Esposito and Smith, 
where they discussed archaeology on the Tongass National 
Forest. From there, the Kake TRAYLS/YCC crew headed 
to Grave Island on a sunny August day where they recorded 
their own grandparents’ headstones with the same techniques 
demonstrated in the video.

“Not only were they learning about these new archaeological 
terms and methods of documenting history, but they were 
also making it relevant to their own lives,” said crew leader 
Audrey Clavijo. “Having the video and interaction where the 
crew made it relevant to themselves and their heritage was a 
profound experience and something that will stick with them.”

Through this 
creative virtual 
field trip, 
Forest Service 
archaeologists 
were able to 
remain connected 
with their youth 
partners in 
Kake, while 
ensuring the 
health and safety 
of everyone 
involved. In 
addition, the 
Kake TRAYLS/YCC students had the opportunity to engage in 
a new activity that connected them with their ancestors and the 
rich cultural heritage of the region. It is Esposito’s hope that the 
project will be done again with future Alaska Youth Stewards, 
the new name for the TRAYLS/YCC program.

“I hope to have more multidimensional experiences like this in 
the future if we are required to do virtual learning activities,” 
said Clavijo.

To see what other great work the Kake TRAYLS/YCC crew 
accomplished this summer, check out their blog at https://
sustainablesoutheast.net/category/communities/kake/.

-By Gina Esposito and Amy Li.
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Courtney James of Kake YCC/TRAYLS recording her 
Grandmother Emily’s headstone at Grave Island, Kake, 
Alaska. Photo by Audrey Clavijo.

Twin Sitka black-tailed fawns near Saddle lakes. 

Ben Limle
Ketchikan Misty Fjords Ranger District

Tongass National Forest

Employee Photo SpotlightEmployee Photo Spotlight

https://sustainablesoutheast.net/category/communities/kake/
https://sustainablesoutheast.net/category/communities/kake/


Some things never change. The need 
for food and connection with each other 
and the land, and the need to teach 
the next generations how to maintain 
and sustain those connections—these 
things never change. And in the fourth 
year of the Sitka Ranger District/Sitka 
Tribe of Alaska Tlingit potato garden, 
despite the challenges of the COVID-19 
pandemic, this project did not 
change either. In 2020, the potato 
garden continued to provide healthy, 
locally grown, culturally important 
food to the Sitka Tribe while 
connecting people to the history and 
horticulture of this traditional food.

But some things are ever-changing. 
In the past, students from the Pacific 
High School gardening class, staff 
and volunteers from the tribe, and 
the community would all come together 
at the Sitka Ranger district office for 
two in-person events—a planting day in 
the spring and a harvest day in the fall. 
Education about horticulture and history, 
storytelling by Tlingit story-teller David 
Kanosh and personal family stories 
by the Sitka Tribe of Alaska’s Tammy 
Young were seamlessly mixed in with 
hands full of dirt covering or uncovering 
potatoes by a small hoard of volunteers.

“We were really proud of our shared 
garden space, which combines food 
security, sustainability, cultural 

knowledge and the valuable relationships 
forged through these efforts in years 
past,” said Sitka District Ranger Perry 
Edwards. “But this year, we couldn’t do it 
the same way as we had in the past three 
years. Because of COVID-19, we had to 
change how we did both the education 
and the gardening parts of this project.”

To align with state and local mandates 
for the safety of the public, the district 
quickly pivoted to online learning for 
the educational parts of the program. 
They held Microsoft TEAMS meetings 
in the spring and fall to educated 
attendees about Tlingit (sometimes 
called Maria’s) potatoes and how to 
plant, harvest, store and sustain them.

“The web meetings worked great,” said 
Edwards. “We had about 30 participants 
on each of the web meetings this April 
and October, from all over Southeast 
Alaska from Yakutat to Ketchikan,” 

continued Edwards. “Some even 
came from as far away as Girdwood, 
Alaska, and Olympia, Washington!”

Planting, however, did not go as 
smoothly. This year, Edwards and 
Michelle Putz, the project’s long-
time coordinator and NEPA planner 
for the Tongass National Forest, 

planted all the seed potatoes 
themselves in the pouring rain.

Nonetheless, the potato plants 
did well, and the fall harvest was 
conducted in person with a smaller, 
socially distanced and masked group 
of volunteers from the gardening 
class students and Sitka Tribe 
of Alaska’s Tammy Young. The 
2020 harvest produced about 110 
pounds of potatoes, which were 

provided to and distributed through 
the tribe’s Traditional Foods Program 
and Social Services Department.

Why grow—or teach people about—
Tlingit potatoes? Tlingit potatoes have 
been present in Tlingit gardens for 
over 200 years. They are well-adapted 
to Southeast Alaska and easy to grow. 
The potatoes originate from Mexico 
or Chile and were a trade item in 
Southeast Alaska in the early 1800s.

-By Regional Public Affairs staff.
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Tlingit Potatoes 
help sustain science, 

culture, and community
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Across the miles: Managing 
one of Alaska’s migratory 
bird species
In the autumn months, the sky fills with an assortment of 
silhouettes, calls and beating wings of thousands of birds—
the indications of fall migration. Many birds migrate for the 
winter, traveling thousands of miles across country and state 
lines. For these birds there are no borders; the landscape is 
theirs to navigate without a need for a passport or special 
permissions.

That can make monitoring a migratory species complicated. 
Not only are there borders between countries and states, 
but also landowners, agencies, rules and regulations. One 
migratory species of interest on the Copper River Delta in 
Alaska is the dusky Canada goose, or “duskys.” These large, 
white-cheeked geese breed almost exclusively on the Copper 
River Delta. By early November, they travel over 1,400 miles 
to western Oregon and/or southwest Washington for the 
winter.

A rapid decline in the population occurred in the 1970s. 
This decline spurred monitoring efforts to address concerns 
about the population size and habitats important to duskys. 
These concerns occur across the flyway, and addressing 
them requires the involvement of multiple state and federal 
agencies in Canada, Alaska, Oregon and Washington.

On the breeding grounds in Alaska, the USDA Forest Service, 
U.S. Fish & Wildlife Service, and Alaska Department of 
Fish and Game work cooperatively to track population 
numbers, address concerns with predators and improve 
nesting success. Projects on the Copper River Delta include 
the installation and monitoring of artificial nest islands and 
increase of nesting habitat through tree removal. Every three 
years, in partnership with U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
and volunteers from the local community, the Forest Service 
conducts nest searches.

On the wintering grounds, which are often both federal and 
state-managed lands, U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service and 
state agencies in Washington and Oregon regulate hunting, 
track population numbers and address concerns with habitat 
degradation.

Management of migratory species requires collaboration from 
agencies across the flyway. Through shared conservation the 
dusky Canada goose population is increasing, promising a 
brighter future for this species.

-By Melissa Gabrielson.
Additional migratory species information can be found here:

https://www.fs.fed.us/biology/wildlife/partnersinflight.html

https://www.migratorybirdday.org/ 

A dusky Canada goose on alert on the 
Copper River Delta, Chugach National 
Forest, Alaska. USDA Forest Service 
photo by Ron Nubbriege.

https://www.fs.fed.us/biology/wildlife/partnersinflight.html
https://www.migratorybirdday.org/


When someone says, “we are going to develop a new trail”, 
many people picture a new gravel, dirt, or paved path through 
forest, wetlands, and other beautiful places in our National 
Forests. If someone says, “we are building a new birding trail”, 
well, that’s just a new path through good bird habitat, right?   

Now imagine developing a birding trail through more than a 
dozen communities, tiny to large, across Southeast Alaska’s 17 
million-acre Tongass National Forest without spending a dime 
on gravel, bridges, or site development. Impossible?  Not at all!

In 2019 and 2020, just such a trail - the Southeast Alaska 
Birding Trail - was developed by Audubon Alaska, and the 
USDA Forest Service Alaska Region working in collaboration 
with numerous individuals and groups to support the innovative 
project.

It’s not a trail per se, but rather a guide to finding the best 
birding locations or hotspots in 18 different communities across 
the Tongass. Rather than construction equipment, sling bags of 
gravel and years of on-the ground effort, visitors will find an 
online guide that provides birding tips, birding locations, bird 
checklists, directions, community information, safety advice and 
even information on nearby public use cabins that are available 
for nightly rentals in the area. 

The Southeast Alaska Birding Trail encourages visitors to check 
out the many birding sites on the Tongass National Forest that 
are associated with National Forest system trails and recreation 
sites. It also sends visitors to community birding hot spots and 
encourages visits to smaller, remote towns across Southeast 
Alaska where a small increase in visitors can have a big 
financial impact.

For the bird(watchers): Why a birding trail? What are 
the benefits? 

While no funds were spent building or designing trails or 
bridges, someone might ask, why spend time and energy on a 
project like this?
Tongass National Forest Wildlife Program Manager Bonnie 
Bennetsen shares that the benefits are two-fold. “The Southeast 
Alaska Birding Trail is an incredible resource for exploring 
the region,” she offered. “The trail dually promotes ecotourism 
and economic opportunities for small businesses while also 
highlighting the importance of birds and birding opportunities in 
Southeast Alaska.” 

A birdwatching trail connects people to birds and 
the environment

Birdwatching on National Forests allows people to get outside, 
get fresh air and exercise, explore, and learn about wildlife, 
forests and ecosystems; often in a deeply personal way. The 
Southeast Alaska Birding Trail provides a unique opportunity 
for people to take part in an educational, self-guided trip through 
the largest national forest in the United States. Birds across the 
Tongass are extremely diverse from large and obvious species 
such as Bald Eagles, to small forest songbirds like the Varied 
Thrush that can be hard to see, but whose song regularly floats 
through the forest from great distances. Searching for, finding, 
seeing and hearing this vast variety of bird species is a passion 
for many people and a great reason to explore public lands.

A birdwatching trail connects people to important 
bird areas

Southeast Alaska and the Tongass host many great spots to 
birdwatch but learning about these locations can be a challenge. 
The birdwatching trail offers the opportunity for visitors to 
easily find these places and provides a new lens for engagement 
with public lands. 

A birdwatching trail encourages ecotourism  

Wildlife viewing and specifically birdwatching is a popular 
activity and source of enjoyment for nearly 47 million people. 
The activity is growing in popularity, and $100 billion is 
estimated to be spent on birdwatching alone each year1. 
Ecotourism, which combines education and conservation with 
travel, is also a growing economic opportunity. This birding 
trail provides Audubon Alaska and the USDA Forest Service 
with the opportunity to connect small and large communities 
with non-consumptive economic activities while promoting 
the magnificent natural resources and landscape of the Forest. 
Chambers of Commerce and travel offices throughout the region 
are linked to the online guide and can use it as an exciting 
opportunity to promote travel with an ecological focus.

A stare down with a 
pacific-slope flycatcher 
along the ward creek 
trail. Ketchikan Misty 
Fjords Ranger District, 
Tongass National 
Forest. Photo by 
Ben Limle. 

Southeast Alaska Birding Trail
Partners and dedicated 
employees give the birding 
trail wings

SourDough News at http://www.fs.usda.gov/r1018



Alaska folks together.” So, how did the work on the trail get 
started? “We began by compiling a lot of existing information 
and connecting people who could help.” said Baluss. 
The Audubon Alaska team was involved in many stages of the 
development. Melanie Smith was a key member in the initial 
concept and played a leading role in selecting the communities 
and birding sites. Max Goldman provided leadership and project 
management for map development, while Rebecca Sentner 
designed and developed the website and outreach plan. The 
Forest Service staff at the Alaska Regional Office, and at the 
Forest Supervisor and district levels of the Tongass National 
Forest, including Baluss, Former Alaska Region Wildlife 
Program Leader Cheryl Carrothers, Alaska Region Natural 
Resource Specialist Robert Skorkowsky, and Tongass National 
Forest Wildlife Program Manager, Bonnie Bennetsen, among 
many others, contributed through writing, leadership, and 
identification of birding locations. 

“Working with Audubon was a great opportunity,” said 
Bennetsen. “The results of this successful partnership will 
provide a boon to ecotourism and economic opportunities for 
small businesses and will help highlight the importance of birds 
and birding opportunities in Southeast Alaska.  It’s a win-wing 
all around.”  

“The Southeast Alaska Birding Trail is the result of strong 
partnerships between organizations that value the birds and 
wildlife of the Tongass National Forest,” said Natalie Dawson, 
Executive Director at Audubon Alaska. “And, it would not 
have been possible without the significant contributions from 
community members, small business owners, and local experts. 
It was truly a team effort.”

-By Regional Public Affairs Staff.
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A birdwatching trail connects Forest Service personnel with 
the public 

This aspect of the Southeast Alaska Birding Trail is the most 
exciting to the USDA Forest Service Alaska Region Wildlife 
Program Leader Erin Cooper. She explains, “The birding trail 
gives Forest Service personnel the opportunity to connect with 
the public in so many new ways. Many of the locations have 
Forest Service offices and biologists. Forest Service biologists, 
many of whom are bird lovers, can use the trail as a tool to 
engage with the public.”  

Partners and Dedicated Employees Give the Birding 
Trail Wings

A birding trail is a great idea! And yet, how could anyone find, 
gather, compile and display locally important, but relatively 
unknown, birding information across a landscape that covers 18 
communities over a 17-million-acre landscape of islands, 
forests, wetlands, and estuaries? By encouraging 50+ passionate 
birders to flock together, partners across Southeast Alaska made 
it happen!

The project had many starting points. Previously published 
wildlife viewing guides by Alaska Department of Fish and 
Game, and the Forest Service were one of the foundations for 
this project. The idea of promoting ecotourism and economic 
opportunities for small business development as well as wildlife 
values in Southeast Alaska was a strong incentive to expand 
upon existing resources. And, the birding festivals started by the 
Forest Service and many others, especially the Yakutat Tern Fest 
in 2011 and Stikine River Birding Festival in 2009, were key 
building blocks for the trail.

Juneau Ranger District Wildlife Technician, and President of 
Juneau Audubon Gwen Baluss first remembers the idea being 
brought up in the early 2000s, when online resources were 
scarce. Later, Baluss remembers the birding festivals as a 
jumping off point. “They demonstrated community interest in 
ecotourism, and physically drew Forest Service and Audubon 
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In the early days of the pandemic, when 
information was scarce, Forest Service 
employees, including many in the Alaska 
Region, had a lot of questions. In March 
2020, with fire season imminent, leaders 
at the highest levels of the agency 
recognized that in this ever-changing 
stressful time, they needed a way to share 
information widely because employees 
had questions, concerns and potential 
solutions related to their work, especially 
when it came to fighting wildfires.

It is a given that we all want to be heard, 
especially during times of stress. In the 
Alaska Region, stories began circulating 
around the virtual water cooler in July 
that the Forest Service was doing just 
that, listening to all levels. Thanks to 
an innovative approach put together by 
the Human Performance Innovation and 
Organizational Learning, a cross-deputy 
group hosted at Rocky Mountain Research 
Station, Rocky Mountain Research Station 
and the Risk Management Assistance 
group, Forest Service leaders have been 
able to closely listen to employees within 
a creative forum that allows them to 
share their thoughts and ideas related to 
COVID-19 and the 2020 fire season. That 
forum involves focus groups created and 
managed by the human performance unit. 
Learn more about the forum creation in 
yesterday’s story.

Feedback on the COVID-19 discussions 
has been enormously positive from all 
levels of the Region 10 fire organization. 
Employees who participated in the focus 
groups eagerly offer praise for the process 
and want to share their thoughts.

Kiley Murphy, aircraft dispatcher on 
Tongass National Forest, appreciated 
being heard. “The group has been a great 
source of information and collaboration 
during times of change and uncertainty. I 
learned a lot from listening to colleagues 
talk about their experiences and ideas. 
It really feels like everyone has a voice 
that’s being heard and we’re making a 
positive difference.”  

Dana Skelly, a regional fuels program 
manager and a focus group facilitator, 
immediately saw the need for this type 
of effort. “COVID-19 has increased the 
complexity of fire management in every 
possible way including its impacts to our 
workforce,” she said. “The team’s work 
to quickly assess how assistance from our 
national level experts was being received, 
synthesize that feedback so that leadership 
could adapt its delivery style and continue 
that process for months through our field 
season really helped those on the front 
line managing fires.” She added, “I have 
never seen such a deliberate effort to 
connect leadership with people on units to 
address issues.”

Similarly, Alicia Stearns, helicopter 
manager for the Tongass, got a lot out of 
the focus groups. “The process has been 
a great sounding board for challenges we 
are facing and looking at how others are 
finding solutions to deal with operating 
in the COVID environment,” Stearns 
offered. “The process leant itself to open 
and productive conversation and the 
questions asked led to great dialogue 
among group members. I feel like most 
people just want to feel that they are being 
heard and this format was open and not 
intimidating.”

Stearns, currently detailed into the 
incident commander position on Region 
10’s pandemic team, said she felt that 
participating in focus groups helped 
prepare her for her detail. “I have really 
appreciated hearing what the other regions 
have experienced and seeing how they are 
handling issues they face,” she continued. 

“Hearing directly from fellow employees 
really helped me to help understand the 
challenges that folks were experiencing 
and getting a grasp on employee well-
being during these challenging times.”

Alaska-based firefighters also saw the 
benefits of the focus groups—partially 
because they encouraged a new way of 
thinking. Matthew Thompson, a forestry 
technician on the Juneau Ranger District, 
said questions he never considered were 
raised. “I believe that the greatest value of 
this process is that it encouraged people to 
actively consider how living and working 
in a pandemic environment can affect not 
only them but those around them who 
they may not have ever thought about,” 
he said. “Consequently, I believe that it 
has encouraged us to look at safety with 
a brighter light than before. As a result, I 
believe that we were able to modify our 
initial attack strategies to create a safer 
environment in which we could engage in 
fire management activities.”

Leaders throughout the region also 
benefitted from the focus group 
discussions. Clint Kolarich, the Wrangell 
District Ranger, called the effort a 
logical process. “Both personally and at 
work, this effort is valuable because it 
potentially brings order and thoughtful 
action to chaos,” he shared, noting that it 
helped him understand, from a national 
perspective, the stress the pandemic has 
put on the fire program and the thought 
process that has gone into mitigations to 
accomplish suppression activities. He is 
now thinking through district and forest 
scenarios regarding COVID-19 in a more 
strategic way, while planning for mission 
critical field work in remote locations 
across the district.

Is there more to learn from this effort? 
Many in Region 10 think there is, and 
it involves deeply engaging employees 
in efforts like these focus groups. As 
Kolarich puts it, “Why do we as an 
agency not apply more of the valuable 
lessons learned in the fire program to the 
agency as a whole? It’s time to share the 
love and success to all programs areas.”

-By Rachelle Huddleston-Lorton and
Regional Public Affairs staff.

Alaskan employees 
reap benefits from 
innovative focus groups

Medical personnel check firefighters’  
temperatures. Photo courtesy Tom Herman.
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During the pandemic, Forest Service 
leaders listened to employee concerns 
and ideas through an interactive forum. 
The forum involves using focus groups 
that represent employees from every 
region. The focus groups started in 
March with a collaboration between 
Human Performance Innovation and 
Organizational Learning, a cross-deputy 
group hosted at Rocky Mountain Research 
Station, Rocky Mountain Research Station 
and the Risk Management Assistance 
group. They developed a plan to convene 
a focus group with fire personnel in 
each region to gather information 
about challenges that they would 
face during this fire season specific to 
COVID-19. At the same time, the human 
performance unit asked what employees 
would need to be successful and what 
a clear communication pipeline to the 
Washington Office should look like.

Those early focus groups revealed that 
weekly, 90-minute video conference calls 
were an effective way to communicate 
from the ground to the Washington Office. 
The human performance unit began 
conducting weekly focus group calls in 
each region. Interviews with regional 
foresters were added soon after that, with 
three interviews conducted each week. 
They quickly pulled together a group 
of dedicated employees, detailers, and 
volunteers from other units to facilitate 
calls and take notes.

Between March and August 2020, there 
were 21 focus groups and more than 170 
virtual meetings. As fire season continues, 
participation has waxed and waned. Over 
the past few weeks, multiple regions have 
been combined into single focus groups, 
increasing the variety of discussion and 
cross-pollinating perspectives across the 
agency. 

Masked Job Corps members hand out 
breakfast to masked fire personnel.
COVID-19 changed many habits on 

fires, including eating habits. Job Corps 
members working as a camp crew 
distribute breakfast to the firefighters at 
the No Name Spike camp on the Grizzly 
Creek Fire early in the morning of Aug. 
19, 2020. Photo courtesy Tom Story.
There are new questions each week to 
help guide focus group discussions based 
on topics from previous focus groups 
or on input from senior fire leaders and 
the Risk Management Assistance teams. 
Participants also share innovations and 
lessons learned while on assignment or at 
their home unit.

The human performance unit’s primary 
role is to be a conduit from employees 
on the ground to the Washington office. 
When questions come up during focus 
group calls, they help find answers. They 
conducted interviews with leaders in 
other Forest Service programs such as 
Critical Incident Stress Management, the 
Casualty Assistance Program and Stress 
First Aid and compiled resources for 
employees. An interview with employees 
at the Albuquerque Service Center 
helped to clarify the role of the agency 
in responding to worker’s compensation 
claims for work-related exposure to 
COVID-19. 

Using notes generated during each 
call, a writer-editor team completes a 
comprehensive report that is shared with 
senior leaders and participants. A shorter 
synthesis is shared weekly with a broader 
audience, both inside and outside the 
agency. One of the most powerful tools 
that has come out of the focus groups is 
the connection between “the boots on the 
ground” and Chief Vicki Christiansen.

“These reports are very helpful 
in ensuring that we, as an agency, 
respond to firefighters’ concerns and 
questions. I’ve really appreciated 
hearing from employees in the 
field and appreciated HP&IOL for 
providing this important point-
of-contact with employees,” said 
Deputy Chief John Phipps.

There are many examples of the 
focus groups directly benefitting 
employees. Forest Service leaders 
have demonstrated that they are 
paying attention and listening to 
the needs of the field. For example, 

employees asked for testing protocols 
and quarantine guidance. On July 17, the 
Chief provided “Guidance on Testing and 
Subsequent Actions,” which provides 
specific direction on how to obtain a 
COVID-19 test, when it is appropriate to 
seek a test, who can pay for a test and how 
payment should occur. When employees 
asked for clarification on the Chief’s 
intent for managing fires during the 
pandemic, Chief Christianson provided 
a second “Letter of Intent” providing 
specific direction.

Although it may seem to some that 
direction and guidance on COVID-19 
was slow to come, the speed at which 
the agency has been churning out 
COVID-specific guidance and direction 
is unprecedented. Under normal 
circumstances, it takes years to formulate 
new rules, direction and guidance. 

Because agency leaders worked with 
the human performance unit to create 
a communication environment where 
COVID-19 guidance and direction can be 
provided to the field in a matter of days 
or weeks, changes happened far more 
quickly than anyone could have imagined. 
The investment of time, funding and effort 
into the focus groups, and the intentional 
effort to connect the highest leaders to 
people on the ground, is unprecedented.

More information about the COVID-19 
focus group effort is available from 
rachelle.huddleston-lorton@usda.gov.

-By Rachelle Huddleston-Lorton and
Regional Public Affairs staff.

Innovative focus 
groups connect 
line employees 
to leadership

Social distancing and mask-wearing are now regular practices at 
fires. Photo courtesy Tom Story.
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Did you know
there is a Forest Service Retirees Organization

Hello Alaska Region Employees, my name is Sandra 
Key Holsten, and I am currently filling in as your Alaska 
Representative on the Board of Directors of the Forest Service 
Retirees Organization.

Some of you may have known me as Forest Supervisor of the 
Sequoia and the Bridger-Teton National Forests. I retired from 
the Washington Office and am married to Dr. Edward Holsten. 
Many of you likely know Ed through his twenty-eight years 
with the Forest Service in Alaska as the R-10 Entomologist. Ed 
currently serves on the Federal Subsistence Board. We live in 
Cooper Landing and I retired in 2000. 

I appreciate being able to share some 
information with all of you about the 
National Association of Forest Service 
Retirees Organization (NAFSR). Our 
members are dedicated to sustaining the 
heritage of caring for the National Forests 
and Grasslands, partnering with the Forest 
Service, and helping adapt to today’s and 
tomorrow’s challenges.

I’m guessing you may be reading my introduction and thinking 
“So what does this organization mean to me or to my work?”  
“How does it impact me or my job?”  “Does NAFSR really 
make a difference about what matters to me?”  If that was your 
reaction, please know those were some of my questions too.  In 
the few short months that I’ve been a member, I have already 
seen a lot that NAFSR has accomplished, and many are issues 
that are so important to the field. 

First, THE WORKFORCE CAPACITY REPORT. Finally 
a clear and graphical explanation of why the agency is 
struggling to keep up in almost every area. In other words, 
why you may be feeling overwhelmed at work. This NAFSR 
report shows clearly that the shift to wildfire staffing is 
stripping other functions at all levels of the organization. It 
is not your imagination. It’s happening across the agency. 
The report is at: https://nafsr.org/advocacy/2019/072619%20
Workforce%20Capacity%20Study.pdf. If you don’t have time 
to read anything else, take time to look at this. The report has 
been shared broadly with the agency including the Chief and 
Directorate and as well as key members of Congress. While 
we all understand wildfire must be a priority, the havoc that 
is having on other program areas has not been recognized 
before. User groups, state and local officials and our own staff 
are left to question why nearly every function of the agency 
seems to be understaffed. Understanding and using this report 
with these groups and your fellow workers can help you get 
broad understanding of why staffing seems to be struggling to 
keep up. Areas like special uses, recreation and public contact 
can seem overwhelmed by the increased demand for services. 

Relief will not come until the public understands and supports 
increasing funding for other program areas. This report is a big 
step in communicating those funding needs. 

Secondly, THE GREAT AMERICA OUTDOORS ACT will 
result in roughly $285 million dollars each year into the Forest 
Service to begin to address the $5.2 Billion dollar infrastructure 
backlog. AND it fully funds the Land and Water Conservation 
Fund. This funding will give field units a chance to work with 
their partners and state agencies to finally repair and replace 
much need facilities that support recreation. NAFSR was 
intimately involved with getting this act through Congress and 

signed by the president. 

Working with the National Association of Counties 
and the Forest Service, NAFSR completed 
and distributed the FOREST SERVICE and 
COUNTY HANDBOOK. It is a helpful guide to 
developing partnerships with these entities. 

NAFSR is currently working hard on the 
REPLANT ACT and other legislation that will help 

the Forest Service address the backlog of replanting 
that is needed. This legislation would remove the cap on the 
Reforestation Trust Fund. Currently, the Forest Service gets 
about $30 million dollars a year for reforestation. It hasn’t 
changed in 40 years. This act would increase the amount of 
funding for reforestation by as much as ten-fold, enabling the 
agency to address the $1.8 billion dollar backlog. 

Simultaneously, NAFSR is looking at what can be done to 
address the lack of staffing to oversee these efforts and the 
mechanisms for addressing the role migrant workers play in 
many if not most replanting efforts.

The by-laws, under which the retiree association operates, 
focuses our efforts on agency-wide issues rather than individual 
forest or district issues. Our current membership is more than 
seven hundred members including retirees, current employees, 
and folks that want to support what we are trying to do. 

I encourage you to go to nafsr.org to see what we are all 
about. If you are interested in joining that same website has 
the information you 
need. I would welcome 
any questions you 
have or any help you 
can offer. My email is 
Sandrakey8@msn.com 
and my home phone is 
907-595-2007.
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Where are they now?
Wini Kessler - Author and Aldo Leopold Award recipient
Retired Wildlife, Fisheries, Ecology, Watershed, and Subsistence Director Wini Kessler has remained active in the wildlife 
conservation field since retiring from the Forest Service in 2010. She completed a term as president of The Wildlife Society 
(2012-2013), and currently serves as director-at-large for the Canadian Wildlife Federation and chair of the board for the 
Habitat Conservation Trust Foundation. 

In 2017, Kessler won the highest honor presented by The Wildlife Society, the Aldo Leopold Memorial Award for lifetime 
achievement in the wildlife field.  

Kessler’s biggest post-retirement project was to join two colleagues in 
publishing the textbook that she wished had existed throughout her career, 
North American Wildlife Policy and Law (2018). Kessler and her husband 
Warren live on their 160-acre homestead in north-central British Columbia 
and, except for this pandemic year, make frequent trips to the far corners of the 
world to hike, explore, and enjoy nature. To keep fit, she teaches classes   
in nearby Prince George as a certified fitness instructor.  

Wini Kessler accepting the 2017 Aldo Leopold award.

“I’ve had such a great career, and I think I’ve 
amassed pertinent experience,” she said. “I’ve learned 

a lot, and now I’m giving back.”

• Treesearch. Scientific articles written or published by the U.S. Forest Service
• National Forest Service Library. Journals, Databases, Services, Alerts, Catalogs, Digital Collections
• National Museum of Forest Service History. An archive of extensive research related to forestry history.
• Bugwood. Center for Invasive Species and Ecosystem Health. Comprehensive digital collection of photos of

forestry, invasives, and insects.

Learning Libraries

Three cubs at Russian River.  Photo 
by Amber Kraxberger-Linson.

https://www.fs.usda.gov/treesearch/
http://fsweb.wo.fs.fed.us/library/
https://forestservicemuseum.org/
https://www.bugwood.org/index.cfm


USDA Forest Service Alaska Region
P.O. Box 21628
Juneau, Alaska  99802
(907) 586-8806

https://www.fs.usda.gov/r10

https://twitter.com/AKForestService

Chugach National Forest
161 E. First Ave., Door 8
Anchorage, Alaska  99501
(907) 743-9500

https://www.fs.usda.gov/chugach

https://www.facebook.com/ChugachNF

https://twitter.com/ChugachForestAK

Tongass National Forest
648 Mission Street 
Federal Building 
Ketchikan, AK 99901 
(907) 225-3101

https://www.fs.usda.gov/tongass

https://www.facebook.com/TongassNF

https://twitter.com/TongassNF

Devil’s club leaves turning yellow near 
Petersburg, Alaska on the the Tongass 
National Forest. Photo by Karen Dillman.
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